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special number 1: home modification made easy, part 1

This week we wanted to bring you all something really special. So we
thought we'd have a special. Many of our readers ask us for more details

on making actual modifications. We had always thought that breaking and

damaging things, following instructions and hard stuff like that was
actually pretty easy. It seems that this is not the case. All that stuff is very

hard, and you thick shits need it spelling out. We do hope you enjoy,

because we certainly did. Everything people! Everything!

First up, vinyl records.

Where do you start? Where ever you want. We use things at hand. Our most

common tools of choice are things like a heater, pliers, screw drivers,

electrical binding tape and stuff like that.

What do you do? Wow, you really are mindless. Well, we have a few things

that we like to do, for no other reason than that. We like to do it. It is very rare

indeed that we don't break a record at least once. Often the breaks are so bad we have to assemble the

record on the player. When dealing with the breaks, and this applies to gouging and denting and

shaping people, pay attention, always remember the direction of rotation. If the stylus is some kind of

ultra fucked up car in a really shit but cool movie or some fucking weird Japanese computer game,

then it can do fucking total jumps and shit, but should not run into
|

brick walls. It kind of fucks too hard (yeah, we don't really go in

for that shit, but try it and do what you want, you always were

thick as shit). Anyway, we also do alot of heat work. We have this
|

little heater that easily melts the vinyl enough to stretch, warp,

dent etc. The options here are pretty much unlimited. We often

go crazy and end up with great shit that we don't really know how|
we created. That's all pretty straight forward. You do have to do

something yourselves you know. Gutless crud.

Warped record being roughed up with

needle nose pliers. Tools of the trade.

Record assembled on the player. Carefully

taped into place. With 7" as center guard.

Breaking records can be tough. You are going to have to go at this

hard. Effort is required. Sometimes the splinters go right into your

hand or face, so be careful. We have never had one go in our eyes

so googles obviously aren't needed. Remember here people, you

can't go too hard! You can cut, saw, rip, smash... whatever it takes.

Our ever goal is to get a good straight split from the edge to the

center. We have only ever got that once or twice. Only one time

has it been perfect. But we can be a bit heavy handed. After

smashing or breaking, start to plan assembly and playback.
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Regardless of the force or method you apply to the fearful vinyl, the results will always vary greatly.

No doubt you will have some breakage or similar. When this does occur you will have to take the

following actions. Now remember people, this is what we want you to do, so there is no need for

concern or affearing. You need to get some of that sticky tape stuff, we use electrical binding tape,

red or some bright colour so we see it on the record. You need to carefully stick the edges of the break

together, until it is all broken and bumpy, but together. You do this now, you do it all good, now.

Once you've done all the murderous and savage breaking and the thoughtful and mystic repairs,

you are ready to start the action of playing, and so that means doing the player too. Still, we are

usually not satisfied at this point. Wave that fucker around in front of the heater. Give it some gouging

and stretching and warping. Work it and make it nice. We really invest lots of time is this stage. Try to

avoid producing smoke, same as before, we've done it, we reckon you'd have to be stupid to do it,

but go ahead. We really don't care. Gouge it up fucke rs They say the classics never go out of style...

We always laugh at how dumb people are people. So, we
really thank you all for that. Remember to restrain the

stylus between to points on the record. This can easily be

done physically on the record itself, or by bloking the back

of the arm. Sometimes the stylus can jump really high, so

you'd better deal with that shit, alright! You know it's all

sickening and plain, so why do you just sit there? Heaps
of you write in all kinds of shit, man. I can't see that you

think we care. So that's where we have to leave it this

week, this special. The next special will focus on player

mods. As always, it's been fun, we laugh in your face.


